
Sample scenes– Up to a $1 million a minute for the audience in profit and or be in 3 “G” rated movies.
Go to www.tlr.life click on The Project, download a pledge sheet, create a team of 3 or more and follow
directions on Pledge sheet. Read files and e-mail pledges to all 3; diazstacey777@gmail.com
leblondproductions@gmail.com & mbnrtia247@gmail.com Sample scenes below await your offering.

A Sense of Urgency is Vital to Success

Seconds worth millions is a daily task, to do or not is all I ask.
I close my eyes and time stands still, until my heart inspires my will.
For time to start a thought must feed, to create the birth of a single seed.
I pause to share a thought of time, to heal a need with hope of rhyme.
A second lost, a moment found, a minute paused a love of sound.
An hour’s work, a day to share, a week of hope, a time to care.
A month to wait a year to grow, a decade lost in moments slow.
A lifetime felt with more to live, is where I’m at, a dream to give.
The sky is dark with clouds of gray. The moment felt is love of day.
A sun is warm with thoughts of sight with acts of hope a ray of light.
My call for you is now at hand with plans of how we now command.
The asking starts the growth in me, to find the place that all should be.
Texas grows for one and all when lives are changed our debt will fall.
The outward slows as value grows, the inward rush of acts who knows.
A book, a movie, a TV show, a play, a song a world to grow.
It’s time for you to make a stand and give your country a helping hand.

Your Life in 60 Seconds

How can I say I care, when we have never met?
How can I explain the need in you when you don’t know it yet?
It will be clear someday my child, regardless of your age.
Provided you remove those chains and step outside your cage.
The bars are thin and brittle yet the strongest ever made.
And your heart and soul will linger, and you’ll pray for one more day.
Time’s running out for you and I, the choice is here today.
To do or not, to stay or go, what price is there to pay.
For those who think in dollars, the boat will pass you by.
The why is all that matters, the how will come inside.
I can tell you mine and others’ too and will someday in rhyme.
But what I want most of all is to hear your place in time.
Your fears and doubts, your dreams and goals, your how’s and whys and when.
They’re all deep inside you wanting out now and then.
How can I say I care, when we have never met?
How can you say I don’t, when we have never met?

Can you make a song with either poem or be inspired to put pictures and or music with either poem?
Can you allow your imagination to appear on film with payup to $1 million a minute? Billionaires and
Fortune 500 companies are paid up to or a donation made up to $1 million a second in their life. You
can be paid to invite both regardless of the outcome as part of a fundraiser for a non-profit cause such
as helping deal with a trillion dollar problem such as climate change, hunger, student loan debt or debts
of any kind, and or affordable housing. Asking starts the receiving process.




